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JOIN THE FUN!  SUPPORT THE PBSCA 
 

ow in our 5th year, we’re beginning to understand better those who have been staunch 
supporters of the PBSCA and those who are newly connected to us.  We’re a little different 

from most of the venerable, old Portland Italian and Italian American Social clubs, founded on a 
common heritage and nurtured by nostalgia. With an official mandate from the City of Portland, 
our mission is broader; we’re to bridge our city with that of Bologna. So while there is a nostalgic 
draw, there is also an interest in contemporary Italy, focused on one of its most interesting, least 
known major cities.  As we work to establish cultural and educational ties, and to forge official 
and unofficial relationships between the two cities, perhaps the most common trait among our 
supporters is a love of all things Italian—and in particular its cuisine—not such a surprise since 
Bologna is the food capital of Italy.  
 
And so, with Bologna and la cucina italiana in mind, we’re introducing two benefits to PBSCA 
membership as we kick off our 2009 contribution drive.  
 

• Access to the “Gruppo Benvenuto a Bologna,” which is comprised of members and 
contacts both in Portland and in Bologna who know Bologna well and can provide 
an insider’s view of our Sister City. Portland members are available to meet for 
coffee to talk about your travel plans and our Bologna colleagues are available to 
greet you and steer you in the right direction, once in Bologna.  
 
 

• Our Mangiamo Due per Uno discounted dining program for 
all our members. Enjoy an evening out with friends in 
some of Portland’s finest restaurants with special discounts 
just for PBSCA.  We love this opportunity as it embodies 
the spirit of not just meeting our sister city mission but 
having fun with food and friends along the way.  
 

 
For those of you who’ve been around all along and for those of you new to PBSCA, we thank you 
for being part of this effort.  We want to give special thanks to George Passadore, one of the 
founding members, who has been steadfast in his support and to Mauro and Ann Potestio who 
have probably attended every event since the inception of the PBSCA and have contributed at the 
patron level each year.  If you haven’t already filled out a 2009 member contribution form, you’ll 
find another at the end of this newsletter. Simply clip it out and mail it with your contribution to 
us and watch for your Mangiamo Due per Uno booklet to come in the mail!  
 
Be sure to indicate on that form where you might want to help out. Our committees are designed 
to tap the many talents of our supporters. Check out the details on page 3 and mark your 
contribution form accordingly. We need and appreciate your help. 

N 
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A RECAP 
 

L’autunno arrived with a bang in Portland, as it does in Bologna.  
While on October 4, our Bolognese counterparts welcomed fall by 
celebrating their feast day, the Festa di San Petronio, in Portland on 
October 3, we were enjoying a reception for Bologna photographer 
Claudio Cricca, whose show, Faceless, presented the dramatic and 
disturbing photos of Italian mental institution inmates. Cricca, who 
spent months undercover at these institutions, has captured the 
essence of the incarcerated experience in both the exhibit and 
companion coffee-table book which incorporates his diary entries 
with the photos.  

 
The event was held at Blue Sky Gallery and brought together a mix 

of PBSCA members and friends along with those from the art gallery circuit.  

 

On October 28, we held our 2nd Annual Sagra di Bologna at Square Deal 
Wine. The Sagra is our major fundraiser, to help support the 
association and particularly, our fledgling Youth Exchange. It was 
a fun evening of apperitivi, wine tasting, and a silent auction. The 
most popular activity was  the “Wall of Wine” where for $20 you 
could choose among shrouded bottles in hopes of scoring one of 
the higher-end offerings. Our thanks to those who contributed 
wonderful auction items, those who bid on them, and those who 
put this event together, particularly our Sagra Chairperson and 
Board Member, Ayn Hotchkiss.  Though we didn’t quite hit the 
same profit mark as the previous year, given the economic 
downturn, we did well enough to be able to commit $500 
scholarships to our Portland Youth Exchange participants heading 
to Bologna this summer.  
 
 
On December 9, Nostrana Restaurant offered an exquisite meal to PBSCA members for a fixed 
price of $53.00 that included wine and dessert. Chef Cathy Whims designed a feast that started 
with antipasti (including a wood roasted Scamorza cheese with shiitake mushrooms and a 
charcuterie plate with affettati), an insalata with radicchio and parmigiano-reggiano, a choice of 
secondi (lasagne alla Bolognese or a rotolo filled with ricotta, spinach, and porcini mushrooms) 
and a dolce of either chocolate budino or panna cotta. Wine was selected to compliment the meal, 
with a surprise moscato to end the evening. Those in attendance heartily agreed that we should 
do this again! 
 
 
Feb. 20, the PBSCA partnered with Michelle’s Piano, to host Italian pianist Gianluca Luisi, for a 
reception and concert. Gianluca played on one of the store’s exquisite Bosendorfer pianos and 
treated us to a range of classic selections. Those making a night of it joined PBSCA members, the 
Italian Vice Consul Andrea Bartoloni, and Gianluca for dinner next door at Ristorante Roma.  
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DOVE’ SONO LE SFOGLINE? 
By Karen Jones 

 
Everyone knows that most Italians love pasta, and how 
important it is to the Italian diet. The story of pasta is more 
though than the story of a food; it’s also the story of those who 
have traditionally made pasta by hand—the “sfogline.”  In order 
to understand the story of the sfogline, however, we must 
understand a little about the history of pasta. 
 

Pasta is an ancient food – not so ancient that there are no written records, but the real history is 
not certain.  Scholars believe that the Chinese invented pasta, which they made out of rice flour 
beginning around 1700 B.C.  But many Italians believe that the history of pasta really began with 
the Etruscans, around 400 B.C.  The Etruscans lived in the western part of Italy, in a region that 
today is in the area of Tuscany and Umbria, and made pasta out of  “spelt,” a grain derived from 
wheat, and the pasta they made resembled a sheet (or “leaf”) of lasagna. 
 
Scholars also believe that, many centuries later, the Romans made a type of pasta (which they 
called “lagane”) not unlike that of the Etruscans, but made with flour and water.  Similar to the 
pasta of the Chinese, this was made in an oven, not boiled. 
 
Historians attribute the method of cooking pasta in boiling water to the Arab merchants who 
carried dried pasta with them when traveling to China on the famous “Silk Road” trade route.  
This pasta was easy to carry and to transform into a hot and nutritious meal.  It is possible that 
the Arabs brought this food to Sicily during the 8th century invasions.  The production of dried 
pasta in great quantities probably began in Palermo during this period, but the method of making 
past was long and tedious.  The word “macaroni” originated from a Sicilian word meaning “to 
make dough with force.” 
 
Most historians believe that pasta took off in Napoli, around 1600 A.D. where it was sold by street 
vendors.  People ate this pasta with bare hands, plain or with a little cheese.  (The first 
documentation of a tomato sauce was in 1839.)  As pasta became a staple throughout Italy, other 
forms were invented – spaghetti, vermicelli and short macaroni.  Typically, pasta making was 
done by hand in small shops, mostly by women called sfogline (probably a reverence to sheets or 
“leaves” of pasta) who were specially trained.  Every store, trattoria, street and village had a 
sfoglina who received the respect of the community and, although work was tedious and hard, 
the businesses of these women prospered. 
 
The method of making pasta changed when the Agnese family opened the first pasta-making 
factory near Genoa in 1824.  A little time later, in 1827, Mrs. Giulia Buitoni, a widow and a mother 
of five children, opened another pasta-making factory nearby.  The Buitoni company still 
prospers today. 
 
Despite the inventions of factories and machines for making pasta, many Italians preferred (and 
still prefer) traditional pasta – made by hand.  But when the European Union (“EU”) took control 
of agriculture and food standards in Italy, it passed laws prohibiting the making of pasta by 
hand, saying, in effect, that handmade pasta was not sanitary. Never mind that the danger of 
fresh fish in local markets throughout Europe is greater.  With this new edict, the EU ostensibly 
put the sfogline out of business. And while many did, indeed, close shop, you can still find some 
around;  the response of the people of Bologna is a good example. Bologna, famous for its 
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culinary traditions, chooses to mostly ignore the EU ruling. They adore fresh pasta—how can you 
make Bologna favorites tortellini, tagliatelle alla Bolognese or lasagna with dried pasta? Among 
the shops carrying on this tradition in Bologna, despite the EU, is Le Sfogline, just across the 
street from the huge indoor market, Mercato delle Erbe in via Belvedere 7/b.  
 
The fate of the sfogline is but one example of the conflict between the politics of the EU (more 
industrialization and standardization) and the desire to preserve local traditions.  But long live 
traditional pasta, and the people of Italy who stand up for what they hold dear! 
 
 PBSCA SUMMER YOUTH EXCHANGE   
 
The PBSCA is proud to sponsor the Portland 
Bologna Youth Exchange, a reciprocal 
opportunity for young Portlanders and young 
Bolognese to experience life in each other’s 
Sister City. The first exchange was in summer 
2008 with seven young Bolognese who spent 
two weeks with host families in Portland. It 
was a wonderful experience for both visitors 
and their families. Now, it’s Portland’s turn to 
send young people to Bologna. We’re excited 
about continuing the relationships forged last year and adding new ones. Here are the details: 
 

The exchange includes: 
 A 2-week stay, departing MID-JUNE 2009. Travel arranged by PBSCA. 
 Home stay in an Italian family 
 PBSCA Scholarship of $500 to apply toward airfare 
 Local trips and excursions while in Bologna organized by the City of Bologna as well as host family 

activities. 
To qualify, a young man or woman must: 

 Be 16-18 years of age 
 Be open to new experiences and cultural differences 
 Complete the written application and an in-person interview 
 Be a resident of the Portland metropolitan area 
 Agree to be an active participate in the exchange 
 Accept the supervision of the host family and abide by their rules 
 Act as an ambassador of the City of Portland 

How much will it cost? 
The Youth Exchange is coordinated in Portland by the Portland Bologna Sister 
City Association and in Bologna by the Comune di Bologna di Politiche Giovanili. 
While arrangements are made by these two organizations, students and their 
parents will cover the following costs: 

 Roundtrip airfare (approximately $1100 with our $500 scholarship) 
 Health and accident insurance 
 Travel Documents 
 Clothing and other necessities 
 Spending money 
 Emergency funds for unpredicted expenses 
 Ancillary travel and tours beyond the two week stay in Bologna 

 
For more information please email bologna@pdx.edu or call Angela Zagarella at 503-725-9576. 

 
Applications can be downloaded from 

our website’s homepage at 
www.portland-bologna.org.  

 
Deadline for applying is April 30, 2009.   

 
Check the website’s “Events Page” for 

wonderful photos of last year’s 
exchange. 
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MARK YOUR CALENDARS:  UPCOMING EVENTS 2009 
 
March 24, Tuesday 5:30-7:00. Social at Zancanella Imports at 309 SE Pine (and 3rd). Wine, 
appetizers, raffle, and fun--all for $15.00.  
 
April 21, Tuesday, 5:00 at City Hall, Rose Room. Executive Committee Meeting. Join us if 
you’re interested in serving on the Board, to find out what’s involved. 
 
May 19, Tuesday. Annual Open Board Meeting and Elections at 5:00, followed by Members 
dinner at 6:00. Meeting and dinner at Piazza Italia, 1129 NW Johnson. Dinner reservations  
and $50.00 prepayment required.  Please send check made out to PBSCA by May 12 to Ray 
Verzasconi at 2336 NE 12th, Portland 97212. Questions? Call or email Ray at 
rverzasconi@msn.com or 503.287.8539.  
 
June 15-June 30. PBSCA Youth Exchange. A group of 6-7 young Portlanders head to Bologna, 
as part of the Portland Bologna Youth Exchange. 
 
July 21, Tuesday. Board Retreat. 
 
August 22, Saturday. Festa 2009 opens. Festa at Pioneer Square opens Thursday, August 27. 
Stop by the PBSCA table! 
 
October 27, Tuesday. Third Annual Sagra di Bologna fundraiser at Square Deal. 
 
December 15, Tuesday. PBSCA Supporters Holiday dinner at Nostrana. 

 
 
 
 
TIME TO FULFILL YOUR DREAM OF OWNING A HOME IN ITALY? 
 
Here are two listings in Umbria you might want to consider: 
 
Charming stone village house in Montone Umbria, a walled Medieval village of 700 inhabitants 
Designated one of the 10 most beautiful villages in Umbria by the Italian Tourist Office, Montone has all the 
essentials (including 2 bars, 3 restaurants, butcher, 2 grocery stores, wine vendor, a bakery, etc). Original 
structure of the house dates back to the 14th C. Updated with modern conveniences, the house is 2-stories, 
has stone fireplace and beamed ceiling on main floor, bedroom and bath on second, cantina and storage on 
lower level. For inquiries and price email the owner Sergio Arci at s.arci@governo.it  
 
Country house above the lovely pastoral Niccone Valley near Umbertide Umbria. Fully renovated in 1985 
with red tile floors, beamed ceiling and while stucco walls on 6.3 Hectares of property with olive grove, a 
cultivated large back garden with the privacy of a wooded forest beyond and fenced grazing land across 
the road from the house with a view of the valley and local mountains. The house is half of a country villa 
with the kitchen, dining room, living room, bath and laundry on the first floor, 3 bedrooms and another 
bath and balcony on the second floor; Umbertide is 20 minutes away with all major shopping and services 
and the village of Niccone is only 10 minutes away. Price 650,000 Euro. For inquiries email owner Stefano 
Genghini at stegen@netemedia.net . 
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PSU and PBSCA 

 
ITALIAN LANGUAGE CLASSES OFFERED SPRING TERM AT PSU 
IT   103   001   FIRST YEAR ITALIAN      4   MWF   10:15-11:20   Valenzuela G.    
IT  103  002  FIRST YEAR ITALIAN   4  TR   18:40-20:30  Merci S.     
IT  103  003  FIRST YEAR ITALIAN   4  MWF  12:45-13:50 Frigo E.    
IT  203  001  SECOND YEAR ITALIAN   4  MW   16:00-17:50 STAFF     
IT  203  002  SECOND YEAR ITALIAN   4  MWF  10:15-11:20  Boero S.    
IT  203  003  SECOND YEAR ITALIAN   4  R   17:30-21:10  Zagarella 
IT  399  001  ADV READING & WRITING  4  MW   14:00-15:50  STAFF   
IT  399  002  ADV READING & WRITING  4  M   17:30-21:10  Zagarella   
IT  399  004  ITALIAN FREAKS & PUNKS  4  TR   18:40-20:30  STAFF    
IT  410  001  IT LIT 1900-PRESENT   4  MWF  12:45-13:50  Boero S. 
 

ABOUT REGISTRATION: 

Spring term begins March 30. If you’ve not taken classes at PSU before, sign up as a part-time student 
using the “quick entry” admission process online at http://www.pdx.edu/admissions/ugrad_qkentry.html.  

For those who already have their PSU ID number, register at 
https://banweb.pdx.edu/pls/oprd/twbkwbis.P_WWWLogin 

You can search for courses online at http://www.sa.pdx.edu/soc/ 

 
A Student’s Perspective on Learning Italian from a Native Speaker 
By Rachelle Braido 
 
I chose to take Italian language for my International Studies/International Business degree. It was 
an obvious choice because I’m half Italian and it’s important for me to be able to communicate 
with my family in Italy. At PSU, I’ve had the opportunity to take Italian language and literature 
from native Italian instructors Angela Zagarella and Silvia Boero; it has been a rare treat. 
 
Native speakers naturally speak with Italian accents, convey the subtleties and nuances of their 
language, and students benefit from a native teacher’s personality … their humor and wit reflect 
their cultural roots.  
 
Silvia Boero, who hails from Genova, came to PSU just two years ago from Duke University. She 
is smart and wildly entertaining in class. Her anecdotes and hand gestures add a great deal to her 
lectures. I don’t believe I would have experienced the same effect learning about Antonio 
Gramsci from a non-native Italian speaker. From her class “Freaks and Punks” to classes in Italian 
literature, cinema and those with Italian and sociological themes, Professor Boero brings 
something … well, Italian … to the classroom. Her colleague, Angela [also co-director of PBSCA], 
is equally as entertaining and, after 14 years teaching at PSU, is also something of an institution in 
Portland. Anyone who has ever been interested in learning Italian has no doubt crossed paths 
with Angela, a native Sicilian who is currently working on her Ph.D., with a focus on Sicily and 
Mediterranean culture in literature.  
 
Native Italian speaking professors offer a perspective that is unique and vital to learners of 
Italian; we’re very fortunate to have both Angela and Silvia at PSU. If you are interested in 
learning or improving your Italian language skills, consider taking one of their summer intensive 
courses. These immerse the student completely and allow you to learn an entire year of Italian in 
11 weeks. Buon lavoro! 
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SUPPORT THE PBSCA 
The Portland-Bologna Sister City Association welcomes 
contributions from friends (amici) who are interested in Italian 
culture and who would like to help foster the relationship 
between the two cities.  

All amici are entitled to:  
 Mangiamo Due per Uno Restaurant Discount Program. 
 Invitations to PBSCA events and activities and to board 

meetings 
 Access to our “Gruppo Benvenuto a Bologna” for insider 

information about Bologna both here when planning a trip 
and there where we can arrange a meeting with our 
Bologna colleagues. 

 The  PBSCA newsletter and e-news, Questo e Quello. 
 Opportunities to become involved as part of association 

committees. 
Levels of support:  

Student: $  20.00 
Adult: $  50.00 
Family: $  75.00  (two amici w/same address) 

Sustaining: $ 125.00 (may be individual or family) 
Patron: $ 250.00 (may be individual or family) 

Contributions are tax deductible to the extent the law allows. 

 PBSCA 2008-2009 

The Executive Committee: 
Richard Potestio, Chairman 
Kathi Ketcheson, President 
Angelo Carella, President-Elect 
Ray Verzasconi, Treasurer 
Edward Ferrero, Legal Counsel 
Karen Viehoever, Interim Secretary 

Co-Executive Directors:  
Sally Hudson and Angela Zagarella 

The Board 
Jeff Belluschi              Frank Piacentini 
Marisa Bergonzi         Joe Tripi 
Ayn Hotchkiss  

The Honorary Board 
Andrea Bartoloni      
Jim Bocci                    Don Mazziotti 
Jim Francesconi         Carlo Mannocci 
Lucia Galizia Don Mazziotti 
Brad Hutton              Gary Maffei 
Marvin Kaiser           George Passadore 
Gianna Lupo             Robert Stoll 
  
PBSCA c/o Portland State University  
Dean’s Office, CLAS  
P.O. Box 751  
Portland, Oregon 97207-0751 bologna@pdx.edu 

www.portland-bologna.org 
503.725.5255 or  503.725.9576   Fax: 503.725.3444 

newsletter contributions and comments to 
bologna@pdx.edu.  

GET INVOLVED!  
There are lots of ways to be involved in the PBSCA. Two ways are serving on the Board of Directors and working on a 
committee. Board elections are held at an Open Meeting in May. Committees are listed below; please contact the committee 
chair directly if you’d like to help.! 

Cultural and Educational Exchange:  Includes our summer Youth Exchange, university academic  exchange  and cultural 
exchange (music, arts, film, etc.)  Chair: Angela Zagarella (bologna@pdx.edu) 

Outreach and Community Support: Includes “Gruppo di Benvenuti, Membership, Website and Newsletter, Marketing. 
Chair: Sally Hudson (bologna@pdx.edu) 

Events:  Includes fundraising and social events. Put your event planning skills to good use! Chair: Open 

Please cut here and send to address listed with check 
 

I/We would like to contribute $............................. to the Portland-Bologna Sister City Association. 2009-10 

 Name:  ............................................................................................................................................................................  

2nd Name (if applicable) ...............................................................................................................................................  

Address: .............................................................................................................................................  
Phone: ............................................ fax: .....................................  email ..................................................................  

  
Please make checks payable to: Portland-Bologna Sister City Assoc.  
Please mail checks to: Portland-Bologna Sister City Association 

Portland State University  
Dean’s Office—CLAS  
P.O. Box 751 
Portland, Oregon 97207-0751 

Portland, Oregon 97207-0751 

 

Please indicate your interests by checking the boxes below: 
□ Board of Directors        □  Youth Exchange        □ Events          □ Outreach & Community Support □ Cultural & educational Exchange  
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